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1246747 LPIO-10245 yes If there is a tree planting strategy, why is the council even considering building on greenbelt! I'm all in support of planting trees, but they 

should not be destroyed in the first place. Mature woodland is hundreds - sometimes thousands - of years old. No amount of tree 

planting will replace this land.

1245044 LPIO-10291 yes The Wirral Landscape Character Assessment notes within Cheshire West and Chester, adjacent to Wirral, the aspiration is to increase 

woodland cover to 10- 30%, through the creation of small woodlands. Wirral Council is not a contributing partner to the Mersey Forest.  Is 

it possible for Wirral to consider increasing its ambitions on new woodland cover?  There may be exciting opportunities being presented 

through the Northern Forest initiative.    Encourage tree planting on grass verges, and on private properties.  Implement a strategy, as 

they have done in other Local Authorities, that for every tree chopped down, 2 should be planted in their place.   Take tree maintenance 

back into Council management - there is too much opportunity for private contractors to sell off chopped down trees for biomass

1246544 LPIO-10397 yes Follow Wirral Tree Strategy, as a minimum. Also the Woodland Trust Tree Strategy. 10% tree cover is not a sufficiently ambitious target  It 

is vital to protect the trees we have as well as plant new ones. Pollarding should be minimised.  Planting a couple of saplings in no way 

compensates for felling mature trees. Saplings should be planted wherever possible irrespective of how many mature trees are saved. 

Trees must be planted "right tree right place", using locally-sourced supply, and with a plan in place to look after them.  Stop strimming 

every bit of urban greenery  Promote the Council "Adopt a tree" scheme.  Investigate the potential of Green Walls on new buildings  

Encourage  schools to get children planting round the egde of their properties, particularly fruit and nut trees

1241065 LPIO-10493 yes Trees are able to self seed themselves and have been able to do this for millions of years. Set aside land for trees to grow natural. It also 

saves money and resources.

1244412 LPIO-1055 yes please see comments in 8.3 above.  Also need to involve/harness young people in the planting process.  Go via schools and out of school 

groups such as Guides. Act as a knowledge facilitator to raise awareness of ; how individuals and community groups can get involved in 

tree planting locally, what organisations/charities provide support for tree planting eg Woodlnad Trust, best place to buy trees from, best 

type of tree to select for your garden type etc etc

1241337 LPIO-10559 yes I totally support tree planting and would urge a higher target if at all possible.  There are lots of organisations around the Wirral who 

would help with planting.  It is important to proceed quickly with identification of sites for tree planting so that work can commence.  

Trees take time to grow to become useful as carbon capturers - two saplings in place of a felled mature oak will take a long time to be as 

useful.

1246724 LPIO-10579 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246242 LPIO-10993 yes The Council are guilty of cutting down indiscriminately existing well established trees. In our local wood they have cut down well 

established Beech & Oak rather than removing damaged limbs. Therefore they need to plant and encourage the creation of forests, 

which again will improve the carbon footprint and in time to come create a pleasing area for the natural habitat to thrive and residents to 

enjoy.

1243890 LPIO-1139 yes Plant trees on 'weakly-performing' green belt

1247196 LPIO-11615 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247359 LPIO-11649 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247015 LPIO-11861 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247405 LPIO-12099 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247363 LPIO-12100 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247364 LPIO-12101 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247365 LPIO-12102 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.
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1247366 LPIO-12103 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247369 LPIO-12104 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247370 LPIO-12105 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247371 LPIO-12106 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247372 LPIO-12107 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247373 LPIO-12108 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247374 LPIO-12109 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247375 LPIO-12110 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247376 LPIO-12111 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247377 LPIO-12113 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247378 LPIO-12114 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247379 LPIO-12115 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247380 LPIO-12116 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247381 LPIO-12117 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247382 LPIO-12118 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247383 LPIO-12119 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247385 LPIO-12120 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247386 LPIO-12121 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247387 LPIO-12122 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247388 LPIO-12123 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247389 LPIO-12124 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247390 LPIO-12125 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247391 LPIO-12126 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.
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1247392 LPIO-12127 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247393 LPIO-12128 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247394 LPIO-12129 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247214 LPIO-12445 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247492 LPIO-12550 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1240843 LPIO-12706 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247578 LPIO-12905 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247510 LPIO-13029 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246335 LPIO-13167 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246853 LPIO-13420 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246852 LPIO-13544 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247746 LPIO-13700 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247228 LPIO-13738 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247747 LPIO-13751 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1238192 LPIO-13816 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247012 LPIO-13870 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1244681 LPIO-1388 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new.   The 

latest version of the Wirral Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them’. Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment 

Management tool which is used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). 

• Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their

   properties. 

• Planting a couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of

   how many mature trees are saved. 

• Stop strimming every bit of urban greenery. 

• Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is woefully underused 

• Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of

    improving air quality should be explored 

• Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1247014 LPIO-13924 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1242183 LPIO-14018 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
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1247218 LPIO-14113 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247219 LPIO-14216 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247220 LPIO-14314 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247222 LPIO-14443 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247226 LPIO-14533 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247245 LPIO-14630 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247829 LPIO-14670 yes I am in favour as long as the land is suitable for trees and well surveyed so that trees are not planted on Greenfields that have a high 

biodiversity value or farmland that harbours uncommon species, eg on wildflower fields / meadows which have become rare. Care must 

be taken not to damage but rather enhance the Greenbelt and urban Green Space. The chosen Tree species must be native to GB and 

suitable for the chosen land and its surroundings, in terms of ecology and the use by people. Planting must be well guided, supervised 

and followed up with aftercare, to achieve greatest possible success.

1246827 LPIO-14749 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247016 LPIO-14860 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247018 LPIO-14930 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1243700 LPIO-1508 yes A Wirral forest should be linked to the Mersey forest initiative and involve a joint approach with Cheshire west and Chester Council. An 

annual target should be set for tree planting and new developments should contribute trees in excess of the annual target as part of the 

planning permission.

1247864 LPIO-15197 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247865 LPIO-15213 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247866 LPIO-15229 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247867 LPIO-15242 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247868 LPIO-15255 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247873 LPIO-15272 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247869 LPIO-15295 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247246 LPIO-15369 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247870 LPIO-15399 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247871 LPIO-15431 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247872 LPIO-15479 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.
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1247248 LPIO-15499 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247251 LPIO-15591 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247252 LPIO-15678 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247274 LPIO-15782 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247275 LPIO-15936 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247936 LPIO-16050 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1241381 LPIO-161 yes There is a good level of knowledge and reputation re: Wirral and Trees, there also seems to be an 'apparently dilatory' lack of urgency 

and getting info out to the public.  Poster displays in Libraries' windows and display areas could be used to spell out value of trees, but 

also the occasional, but serious need to prune or fell.   Planting, and replacement planting after felling trees has a cost implication so steps 

to raise funds may be required  public subscription  planting in memory of grants from variety of eco-charities eg Woodland Trust  Could 

schools and churches be encouraged to plant on their land.

1247287 LPIO-16244 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247344 LPIO-16332 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247349 LPIO-16419 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247353 LPIO-16507 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247354 LPIO-16602 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247434 LPIO-16700 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1244969 LPIO-1673 yes Active Consultation must exist between WBC and Government to establish grants to residents with small parcels of land who can be 

encouraged into tree planting in appropriate settings and the correct densities. Controlled measures will result in widespread engagement 

across the Borough

1247436 LPIO-16809 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247935 LPIO-16867 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner. WBC should massively improve its communication with local friends groups and local residents who know the area best 

and have already invested in ecological surveys and tree reports of their area.As this communication isn’t working at the moment, Friends 

of groups have lost trust and motivation.

1247437 LPIO-16996 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247439 LPIO-16997 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247441 LPIO-17106 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247960 LPIO-17227 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
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1247962 LPIO-17316 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247965 LPIO-17349 yes Tree Planting. NF is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247966 LPIO-17424 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247967 LPIO-17440 yes Tree Planting. NF is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1247971 LPIO-17525 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1241726 LPIO-17625 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247980 LPIO-17784 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1245502 LPIO-17915 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247541 LPIO-18019 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247539 LPIO-18125 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1238043 LPIO-1825 yes Without knowing the actual figures, local press reports suggest that the cost to Wirral of planting new trees is about £200 per tree. This 

seems very high, and I think WBC shouild be more cost conscious and more ambitious in getting more new trees for our buck.

1247996 LPIO-18294 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1237857 LPIO-18343 yes There is of course potential for more trees on the Wirral and protecting our existing wooded areas by not allowing them to be removed 

in order to build houses. I do not believe Wirral is the place to create new forests however.

1247021 LPIO-18411 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247022 LPIO-18465 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247023 LPIO-18520 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247024 LPIO-18575 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247025 LPIO-18666 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247038 LPIO-18667 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247039 LPIO-18787 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247040 LPIO-18788 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247041 LPIO-18863 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247042 LPIO-18930 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247060 LPIO-19030 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247061 LPIO-19031 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1245060 LPIO-1908 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247063 LPIO-19106 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247064 LPIO-19160 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247068 LPIO-19214 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.
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1247071 LPIO-19271 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247072 LPIO-19329 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247078 LPIO-19383 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247081 LPIO-19482 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247082 LPIO-19652 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247083 LPIO-19706 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247084 LPIO-19768 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247085 LPIO-19824 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247088 LPIO-19890 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247089 LPIO-19952 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247090 LPIO-20007 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247091 LPIO-20061 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247092 LPIO-20121 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247093 LPIO-20185 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247094 LPIO-20240 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247095 LPIO-20295 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247096 LPIO-20351 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247099 LPIO-20407 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247101 LPIO-20461 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247108 LPIO-20535 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247102 LPIO-20536 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247106 LPIO-20655 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247105 LPIO-20656 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247109 LPIO-20731 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247110 LPIO-20817 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247111 LPIO-20818 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247112 LPIO-20951 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247113 LPIO-21005 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247115 LPIO-21061 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247116 LPIO-21115 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1246851 LPIO-21201 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246918 LPIO-21418 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246924 LPIO-21419 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246928 LPIO-21420 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246920 LPIO-21615 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
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1246926 LPIO-21616 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1247117 LPIO-21727 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247118 LPIO-21728 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247145 LPIO-21835 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247147 LPIO-21836 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1245112 LPIO-2186 no

1247148 LPIO-21943 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247150 LPIO-21944 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1244329 LPIO-22029 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247119 LPIO-22116 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1246678 LPIO-22117 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247151 LPIO-22224 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247152 LPIO-22225 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247153 LPIO-22338 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247155 LPIO-22339 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247156 LPIO-22446 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247158 LPIO-22447 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247159 LPIO-22553 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247160 LPIO-22554 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247161 LPIO-22695 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247164 LPIO-22696 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1238379 LPIO-2270 yes I fully support the planting of trees. However, we must be sure that we are planting the right species of trees in the right places.

1247167 LPIO-22826 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247168 LPIO-22827 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247169 LPIO-22922 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247170 LPIO-22923 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247173 LPIO-23091 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247174 LPIO-23092 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1241016 LPIO-231 yes There is a real opportunity to help reduce global warming and add to the beauty of the Wirral through tree planting. There are many 

areas where trees could be planted and more protection could be given to protecting the exiting trees. The council could be more 

ambitious in its plan for tree planting in terms of the speed and number of trees.  It is an area where volunteers would be keen to help.

1247175 LPIO-23200 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247176 LPIO-23201 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247177 LPIO-23355 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247178 LPIO-23356 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1247179 LPIO-23357 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1245146 LPIO-2358 yes Support this initiative
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1241770 LPIO-23649 yes Tree coverage needs to be increased significantly from wirral's current 10% . Existing green spaces should be used to plant more trees and 

the apparent destruction of mature trees needs to be stopped. The tree strategy needs to be firmly adhered to and brought under 

control of local council rather than outsourced to companies such as Mancoed.

1246762 LPIO-23690 yes New developments must not involve wanton destruction of mature trees, hedgerows and thus the area's biodiversity. They should be 

seen as an opportunity to increase the green coverage of the Wirral by converting brownfield sites to high quality housing with green 

pockets, tree lined roads, significant green spaces both managed (ie public parks) and wild (ie wooded areas left to grow). The tree 

strategy should be managed and must be the responsibility of the local council, not outsourced to for-profit companies.

1242185 LPIO-23944 yes The emerging Wirral Tree Strategy sets out the ambitions and overarching strategic guidance of how to manage trees in the Borough up 

to 2030 in accordance with the Government’s long-term ambition for achieving an average of 12% tree cover across England by 2060 

and the 25 year Environmental Plan (December 2018).

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5659121

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5684263

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5657006

1248152 LPIO-24112 yes Mark Rake - site of former ‘Archers’ public house - The ancient trees on the margin of this site are subject to Tree Preservation Order No. 

347 confirmed by the Council on the 18th October 2012. Generally, such ancient trees as these can live for a considerable number of 

centuries and can provide both shelter and food for around 500 species of wildlife. This year, 2020, is dedicated, nationally, as ‘The Year 

of the Tree’ and ambitious planting is taking place widely in the UK. The unfortunate close proximity of the adjacent new block to these 

ancient trees severely comprises them and their future. We wrote to the Council expressing our concerns about the plan and our 

opposition to it at the time. Trees like this should be better protected.

1248152 LPIO-24115 yes OS216 - Knockaloe - an early Victorian house in Bridle Road dating from about 1851.   Currently the future of this property is uncertain.   

A former member club the grounds include playing fields and other amenities.   It seems to be yet another potential development site.   

Local residents are rightly concerned for its future.   A tree survey has been undertaken and we await details.   The future of trees in 

Wirral is now the subject of a new and emerging Council policy as agreed with Wirral Tree Wardens.   It is essential that trees on this site 

are protected by a TPO as soon as possible.

1248557 

(Environment 

Agency)

LPIO-24460 yes The [EA] generally support tree planting and the preservation of ancient woodlands for both biodiversity and recreational reasons as well 

as the wider environmental benefits they bring.  However it is important the selection of tree species should be based on native local 

providence to ensure appropriateness for the location and to preserve local natural character. Tree planting should be encouraged with a 

view to the multitude of benefits it provides if done correctly and not seen as a simple planning requirement as is often the case.

1244826 LPIO-2470 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  This would be a massive tourist attraction and good for 

our environment and planet.

1242697 LPIO-24715 yes The Council spends so much money in the east that it has nothing for the more rural areas in west and mid Wirral. A change of priority is 

needed. While new regeneration should involve tree-scapes, existing woodland needs enhancing. An example is Stabledon Wood (near 

SP013, SHLAA 4056), and land at SHLAA 3095. If the Council really had trees at the heart of its policies and priorities for its resident to 

enjoy, then it would direct these two sites for tree planting. The Council could purchase a site and plant trees for people to enjoy in a min-

park. That would show leadership and a real intention on trees.

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5659118

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5659119

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5659120

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5659121

1246458 LPIO-25810 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
1246459 LPIO-25811 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
1237870 LPIO-2604 yes We need trees - this is a FACT.  Trees could be planted along all main routes.  Residents could be encouraged to plant trees outside their 

properties within the grass verge.  Large patches of land could be allocated as woodland.  We do not have enough trees - especially on 

East Wirral.

1243721 LPIO-2616 yes As part of landscaping of new or replacement developments,

1249219 LPIO-26485 yes We support the new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development. https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5677529

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5677528

1240932 LPIO-26629 yes We support the Council’s ambition to raise woodland cover in the Borough by working constructively with individuals and groups to 

deliver its vision, though we note that the Council’s Tree Strategy is still being developed. We also wish to highlight to the Council the 

importance of securing the active management and ongoing stewardship of any new woodland in its tree planting programme to ensure 

the longevity of the new woodland both as carbon sinks and recreational assets.

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5683689

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5682697

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5682701

1248223 LPIO-26710 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5684263
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5684263
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5684263
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5657006
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5657006
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5657006
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659118
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659118
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659118
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659119
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659119
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659119
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659120
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659120
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659120
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5659121
https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5677529
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1248224 LPIO-26711 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248226 LPIO-26736 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248225 LPIO-26737 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248228 LPIO-26762 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248229 LPIO-26763 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248230 LPIO-26788 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248231 LPIO-26789 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250032 LPIO-26820 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248232 LPIO-26821 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250033 LPIO-26830 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250035 LPIO-26861 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250037 LPIO-26862 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248214 LPIO-26891 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248215 LPIO-26892 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250040 LPIO-26920 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248216 LPIO-26931 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248217 LPIO-26932 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250041 LPIO-26967 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248222 LPIO-26968 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248218 LPIO-26969 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248219 LPIO-26999 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248221 LPIO-27000 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248201 LPIO-27025 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.
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1248202 LPIO-27026 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250043 LPIO-27044 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248203 LPIO-27065 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248204 LPIO-27066 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248206 LPIO-27091 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248205 LPIO-27092 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250044 LPIO-27108 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248210 LPIO-27130 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1237899 LPIO-27144 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248212 LPIO-27145 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248208 LPIO-27159 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248176 LPIO-27176 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248178 LPIO-27196 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250049 LPIO-27210 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250048 LPIO-27211 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248180 LPIO-27221 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248181 LPIO-27240 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250054 LPIO-27262 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1248213 LPIO-27269 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250059 LPIO-27296 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250053 LPIO-27297 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250055 LPIO-27299 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250058 LPIO-27330 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.
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1250057 LPIO-27332 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250062 LPIO-27339 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250063 LPIO-27360 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250065 LPIO-27373 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1250067 LPIO-27386 yes Noctorum Field (OS140) is covered by Tree Preservation Order BK 0030A001, and this should be used to protect and further enhance tree 

coverage in the area.

1245180 LPIO-2769 yes There are many roads that had trees on the grass verges. Many have died, or been killed.  In just 3 roads adjacent to me you could plant 

nearly 100 trees to fill in the gaps. Then there would be less resistance to cutting down overgrown trees that damage pavements and 

phone cables.  Roadsides are the perfect location for trees to absorb greenhouse gasses.

1245100 LPIO-2791 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy, once it has been finalised.  Ensure that the local plan addresses the need to protect existing trees as well 

as planting new. If a Wirral Green Infrastructure Plan were commissioned, and developed by an appropriate professional, eg a Landscape 

Architect, as well as providing a coherent plan for the development of wildlife corridors, it could also identify the most appropriate sites 

for tree planting and name the best tree species for that site.  (The right tree in the right place) Wherever new saplings/trees are planted 

members of the local community or neighbourhood must be identified to take care and ownership of these newly planted saplings/trees.  

The latest version of The Tree Strategy states, "WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them."  Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary FELLING, pollarding or pruning of trees.  Appropriate trees should 

be included in new developments. Schools could be encouraged to get pupils involved in tree planting if only to improve the air quality 

around their schools. Evergreen hedges are useful to improve air quality. On the other hand, edible hedges demonstrate to school 

children where some of our food comes from.   Stop strimming urban greenery. This will enable wildlife corridors to develop and wild 

flowers to flourish, thereby encouraging pollinators. Where possible, when planting trees, fruit and nut trees, as well as edible hedges 

should be explored.

1248546 

(Wirral 

Wildlife)

LPIO-2880 yes Wirral Wildlife is one of the authors of the Wirral Tree Strategy: the full Strategy needs to be applied, with action plans regularly updated. 

Key points: 

# Tree retention is more important than new planting. Trees take decades or centuries to grow large; mature trees have far more 

    value to carbon fixation, air quality improvement and other ecosystem services than young ones. So existing trees must be kept

    wherever possible, including in new development.  

# Natural regeneration is better for wildlife (and much cheaper) than planting, and should be encouraged wherever possible.  

# Local communities must be involved in planting plans. Not everyone likes trees, and there is much public and Council officer 

   education needed.  

# Plantings must be designed, not trees planted without thought to the future appearance, tree health and public use.  

# “Right tree in the right place” – species and planting methods have to be chosen carefully. Trees must not be planted where they 

    would do harm e.g. marshland, heathland, species-rich grassland. Management of new plantings/natural regeneration must be

    arranged beforehand.  

# Biosecurity: planted stock must be UK propagated and grown, to help avoid more diseases and pests. Use natural regeneration 

    rather than planting wherever possible. Encourage local tree nurseries including volunteer-led ones.  

# TPOs, Conservation Area orders and planning conditions affecting trees must be monitored and enforced. Mitigation and

    compensation for loss of trees needs to be calculated using the DEFRA metric and any funds kept strictly for furthering tree 

    cover.  Technical note: we currently do not have an accurate measure of Wirral’s total tree cover. In the meantime the Vision in 

    the final adopted Strategy will need to be quoted (it has changed).

1245159 LPIO-3074 yes Urban parks should be respected and not subject to unplanned wholesale tree replanting - should be retained as managed urban parks 

with mixed uses rather than developed as forests. A selected farm that is struggling for viability should be selected for "wilding" to allow 

the farm to go wild and develop naturally with minimal human intervention. See the book "Wilding" by Isabella Tree. This will allow nature 

to re-colonise and provide habitat for flowers, shrubs, trees, mammals and birds some of which have been excluded by modern intensive 

farming methods. The tree strategy has been written to ensure planting of trees for trees sake rather than trees in the landscape. The 

historic landscape of Wirral should not be destroyed by an uncontrolled frenzy of tree planting.
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1245287 LPIO-3170 yes It could support the Wirral Tree Strategy, and stop the felling of sound street trees without recourse to advice. Use of good ecological and 

forestry advice should be taken to make woodland planting the norm, using small inexpensive plants rather than large specimens that 

need staking.

1238645 LPIO-3188 yes Follow the new Tree strategy

1239492 LPIO-327 yes Keep as much of the established trees as possible, as they are often the best to take up CO2 (due to their physical size). Avoid cutting 

them down in all but the most necessary situations.  Ensure that building work, especially residential, maintains as much of the trees 

already in place as possible - and enforce this with the builders strongly. We have seen too many situations where contractors have 

removed trees "by mistake" and apologised afterwards (with no real come-back) - they will continue to do so unless they are suffer real 

consequences.  Where trees have to be removed due to building/disease, plant new trees that fit with the environment - and are as large 

as is affordable/grow as quickly as possible.

1241315 LPIO-3312 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner

1238835 LPIO-3437 yes With the exception of those trees deemed to be unstable and dangerous, stop removing existing trees altogether.  On the one hand, you 

sign up to a climate change emergency and then you go and eliminate one of the greatest weapons that you have in your armoury to 

achieve this.  It is sheer madness.  The residents of the borough need as much tree cover as possible for environmental and health 

protection.  Plant as many as possible.

1242519 LPIO-3487 yes Not building on greenbelt to protect hedgerows, copses and other small woodland areas.

1245437 LPIO-3529 yes Create a large forested area similar to Delamere forest for tourist reasons.

1245451 LPIO-3584 yes Urban parks should be respected and not subject to unplanned wholesale tree replanting - should be retained as managed urban parks 

with mixed uses rather than developed as forests. The tree strategy has been written to ensure planting of trees for trees sake rather than 

trees in the landscape. The historic landscape of Wirral should not be destroyed by an uncontrolled frenzy of tree planting.

1237827 LPIO-3824 yes Probably best to promote through local schools. Today's kids need to be part of building tomorrow's environment.

1245288 LPIO-3893 yes Offer resident the choice to adopt trees when planted in their communities and training of how to look after the trees.

1240939 LPIO-4173 no

1245346 LPIO-4240 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new.   The 

latest version of the Wirral Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them’. Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment 

Management tool which is used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). 

• Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their

   properties. 

• Planting a couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of 

   how many mature trees are saved. 

• Stop strimming every bit of urban greenery. 

• Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is underused 

• Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of 

   improving air quality should be explored 

• Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1245638 LPIO-4307 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.  All those owners of Agricultural Land that wish to sell, purchase the land at AGRICULTURAL PRICES to create the Wirral 

forest.

1237667 LPIO-4586 yes There has been a great deal of tree loss over recent years. Trees contribute to the environment and general appearance of an area and 

should be encouraged.
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1244720 LPIO-4725 yes Increase the level of tree planting from the suggested 12% over 15 years, to 10% increase year on year. A 1% yearly increase in tree 

planting is not sufficient to mitigate the effects of climate change, particularly if mature trees such as willow are felled thius reducing the 

ability of Wirral to prevent flooding. Each willow takes up 50 gallons of water a day. Numerous fully matured willow have been felled on 

flood areas such as Green Lane in Leasowe and Park Road and Park Lane in Meols.Trees are currently being felled in other flood prone 

areas in Manor Road and Meols areas.  Saplings are a great start but lets do more to protect the  mature trees we already have. Some 

private individuals are copying the Council in felling and coppicing - all to the detriment of our climate resilience.  There are numerous 

areas in urban districts which could support trees, including in Prenton, Liscard and Wallasey.  Plantings: Lollipops are not proper trees 

and do not provide the canopy required to do the job of carbon capture, nor do they provide habitat for invertebrates or birds.

1237696 LPIO-4735 yes As much as possible please!

1244629 LPIO-4797 yes Listen to the experts, it is not all about tree planting to improve air quality.

1245713 LPIO-5120 yes Replace trees and create increased woodland not just on greenbelt but in brownfield development sites.

1245501 LPIO-5150 yes Tree planting has been identified as a productive measure to help reduce carbon in our atmosphere at a global level. Your plan indicates 

'working towards a greater provision of trees, whether on our highways or in the parks and countryside'.   Additionally you state you 'seek 

to share the benefit of trees across Wirral' and to 'ensure that we create a positive future legacy for trees in Wirral whilst also effectively 

and safely managing trees in the present. '   Therefore, your priority should be first, to secure and sustain  the age, variety and number of 

existing trees, in every corner of the Wirral, on areas managed by the Council. If you really believed in a 'positive future legacy for trees in 

Wirral' this would be at the core value and belief, with a priority above potential for development of green areas.   Planting of new trees 

on council managed areas, even a 'net 2' for every established/old tree removed or cut down, may balance a carbon deficit, but not 

deliver on quality of habitat nor sustain a varied biodiversity of wildlife. Something that the council is keen to promote as a USP of the 

Wirral Peninsula.

1244215 LPIO-5223 yes Support local groups to develop planting and sustainable maintenance of trees in public spaces.

1245496 LPIO-5240 yes I believe Wirral Council should plant more trees  in parks and woodland areas and also in rural areas.

1246006 LPIO-5349 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new.   The 

latest version of the Wirral Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them’. Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment 

Management tool which is used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). Trees should be included in 

development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their properties. Planting a couple of saplings 

does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of how many mature trees are saved. Stop 

strimming every bit of urban greenery. Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is woefully underused Where possible, fruit and nut 

trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of improving air quality should be explored 

Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1240383 LPIO-5449 yes Large new developments should include tree planting as part of the landscaping plan, at the application stage with guarantees of 

establishment. It is important that the right tree grows in the right place.

1241800 LPIO-5599 yes Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their properties. 

Assumption should be that as a rule trees do not need “managing”, which is all too often used simply as an excuse to fell. Planting a 

couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of how many mature trees 

are saved. Plenty of private individuals would plant trees, if the Council would stop strimming every bit of urban greenery.
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1242541 LPIO-5683 yes Engage citizens to support a survey to ensure clear what tree stock Wirral currently has (e..g, use of iTree or similar) Follow the Wirral Tree 

Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new. The latest version of the Wirral 

Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce them’. Planning conditions 

should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment Management tool which is 

used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). 

• Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their

   properties. 

• Planting a couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of how 

   many mature trees are saved. 

• Stop strimming every bit of urban greenery. 

• Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is woefully underused 

• Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of

    improving air quality should be explored 

• Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1245984 LPIO-5762 yes Tree planting within the Borough should be a priority in order to reduce the effects of carbon emissions. Tree planting could be 

considered in areas such as on the edge of open space, and recreation land such as football pitches. Tree planting should be included 

wherever possible on new developments. This should also include a condition on developers to either maintain the tree planting with a 

management scheme or to pass tree maintenance on to the Borough Council so that they can be maintained by the Council’s team. 

Checks should be made to ensure maintenance of tree planting if the management remains in private control. We agree with the council 

strategy of planting two more saplings for every tree felled on the Wirral. It is essential however, that any tree planting is maintained with 

a robust management strategy, to ensure that trees are cared for in the first few years and that older trees are checked regularly for signs 

of disease so they can be replaced as necessary.

1244896 LPIO-5886 yes Increased woodland would attract tourists, expand the local economy, help address air pollution and Climate Change, and improve well-

being.  The emerging ‘Wirral Tree Strategy’ (WTS) outlines ambitions and overarching guidance on how to manage trees in accordance 

with Government’s long-term ambition of 12% tree-cover across England by 2060 and the 25-year Environmental Plan.  Wirral Wildlife 

(WGSA Member) is co-author of the Strategy, which should be applied in full, with action plans regularly updated. Key points:  Tree 

retention is more important than new planting. Trees take decades or centuries to grow large; mature trees have far more value to 

carbon fixation, air quality and other ecosystem services than young ones. Existing trees must be kept wherever possible, including in new 

development.  Natural regeneration is better for wildlife (and much cheaper) than planting, and should be encouraged wherever possible.  

Local communities must be involved in planting plans. Not everyone likes trees, so there’s much public and Council officer education 

needed.  Tree plantings must be designed with thought to future appearance, health and public use.  “Right tree in the right place” – 

species and planting methods must be chosen carefully and not planted where they would do harm e.g. marshland, heathland, species-

rich grassland. Management of new plantings/natural regeneration must be pre-planned.  Biosecurity: planted stock must be UK 

propagated/grown to help avoid diseases and pests. Encourage local tree nurseries including volunteer-led ones.  TPOs, Conservation 

Area orders and planning conditions affecting trees must be monitored and enforced. Mitigation and compensation for loss of trees 

needs to be calculated using the DEFRA metric and any funds kept strictly for furthering tree cover.  As there is no accurate measure of 

Wirral’s total tree cover, the Vision in the final adopted Strategy should be quoted.

1246310 LPIO-5970 yes Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land????.

1245767 LPIO-6043 yes I would support the Council’s Preferred Approach.

1246339 LPIO-6180 yes 1. Residential developers should be required to plant 2 trees for every house that they build . Trees may be in gardens or on the

   street . These should be in additon to any that are planted in new recreational provision. 

2.Commerical and industrial developers should provide 1 tree per car parking space in addition to any  boundary or structure 

   planting needed. 

3. All developers should provide two trees for each tree that they fell  

4. Wirral should join the Mersey Forest initiative to  help increase tree planting within the Borough. 

5. Wirral should support residential tree planting schemes for existing communities .

1238310 LPIO-6189 yes Let nature help. Do not use greenbelt land. Remove option 2a and 2b and nature would continue promoting its own tree planting by 

natural propagation at no cost to WBC.
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1246161 LPIO-6254 yes Tree planting will be a key facet of the promotion of green spaces within the Wirral and supports the aspiration to increase woodland 

cover by at least 10% through the planning period.

1246389 LPIO-6313 yes Trees could be planted in school grounds, not just as single speciments but in clumps.

1246339 LPIO-6349 yes Developers should have obligations to plant trees -  2 trees per house in addition to those in any open space and structure planting 

provided as part of development 2 trees per car parking space in commercial retail and industrial development in additon to structural 

planting  Local residential tree planting initiative to be launched to replace lost and overaged street trees  Wirral should join the Mersey 

Forest initiative . i can never understand why the other Merseyside Boroughs have been so active in this and have recieved funding for 

woodland and trees and Wirral has failed to engage.

1242751 LPIO-643 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.

1246402 LPIO-6475 yes Where possible trees should be introduced or incorporated into any development. I also think that the planting of trees along the 

miserable long concrete promenade in new Brighton would greatly improve the look and character.

1241800 LPIO-6817 yes I would like to see some areas of re-wilding on the Wirral. As I understand it, this is where nature is left to itself to reclaim the land with 

naturally colonising species and thus generates natural woodlands. This is advantageous because is encourages biodiversity and gives a 

self regulating natural habitat for our native plant, animals and birds.  I would also like to see areas of coppice used by local communities. 

This could promote the knowledge of an ancient way of working with woodlands and provide materials for natural crafts such as basket 

weavers, carpenters and various makers.  To promote tree planting I would have thought that engaging school children in planting areas 

would enable them to want to look after that environment. Also, as through the forest schools programme, giving children contact with 

nature can help promote tree planting.

1241868 LPIO-6818 yes Garden centres are having to send trees and plants to landfill due to reduction in sales as a result of Covid19. The Council could support 

these centres by buying some of their stock.

1241661 LPIO-6836 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new.   The 

latest version of the Wirral Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them’. Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment 

Management tool which is used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). 

• Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their

   properties. 

• Planting a couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of how 

   many mature trees are saved. 

• Stop strimming every bit of urban greenery. 

• Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is underused 

• Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of

    improving air quality should be explored 

• Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1241723 LPIO-6936 yes I like the current Tree strategy but feel more could be done to ensure unneeded pollarding/pruning of trees is not carried out. The 

promote council adopt a tree scheme which is woefully underused Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible 

option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of improving air quality should be explored Planting the right trees in the right 

places and people identified to be responsible for their care. We should ensure all trees / saplings planted are 'produced in the UK.' 

Imported items carry disease!

1245086 LPIO-6960 yes I agree with a proposal to create a Wirral Forest. This would be a huge step in the right direction for improving our carbon imprint; it 

would be a major tourist attraction & a tremendous habitat for wildlife. I would like to see woodland cover on the Wirral raised by more 

than 10%.

1237647 LPIO-711 yes Some fraction of the trees should be planted as copses furnished with picnic tables to enhance the leisure amenities available to the 

various communities. Those parts of the Green Belt deemed appropriate for building, but unused as such, should be considered for re-

forestation. Particular attention should be paid to including trees alongside roads, leisure parks, and public buildings in the urban areas of 

Birkenhead and the Water Front.

1246488 LPIO-7276 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner.
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1246348 LPIO-7351 yes For a start stop knocking down mature trees.  Developers and others have been allowed to chop down trees including in the centre of 

Heswall.  Trees zap up carbon monocide and provide shade and homes for wild life and make towns look so attractive.  The council itself 

have chopped down trees so what's going on?   By all means plant more - in towns, around field edges, maybe create more woodland.  

Don't allow developers to chop down trees unnecessarily.1240932 LPIO-7628 yes Yes, we have views. Our Client supports the Council’s ambition to raise woodland cover in the Borough by working constructively with 

individuals and groups to deliver its vision, though Our Client notes that the Council’s Tree Strategy is still being developed. As previously 

outlined in these representations, as the major landowner in the Borough, Our Client looks forward to working constructively with the 

Council on this matter. Our Client also wishes to highlight to the Council the importance of securing the active management and ongoing 

stewardship of any new woodland in its tree planting programme to ensure the longevity of the new woodland both as carbon sinks and 

recreational assets. As a professionally managed landholding with a 130-year history, Our Client has the resources as well as the land area 

to secure this important legacy for the Borough.

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5683689

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5682697

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5682701

1246592 LPIO-7822 yes I work in Birkenhead and there are many streets with no trees at all or the ones that are there are damaged by vehicles/vandalised.  Trees 

should be planted on every street and properly maintained/protected.

1246594 LPIO-7951 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner
1240903 LPIO-8011 yes Do not allow trees to be needlessly cut down. Try and return Wirral to its roots ie create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land.  

This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good revenue earner. This is also good for the residents in physical and mental health.

1246596 LPIO-8082 yes I support new Wirral tree strategy and trees should be part of the landscaping plans of any new development.

1246605 LPIO-8188 yes I believe that Wirral should create a Wirral Forest on hundreds of acres of land. This would be a massive tourist attraction and a good 

revenue earner

1241770 LPIO-8315 yes A more stringent and transparent tree strategy needs to be developed. Too many mature trees appear to be being felled unnecessarily. 

This work should not be outsourced but carried out by people who are experienced and knowledgeable in their field of work. This work 

also needs to be overseen and monitored strictly by the council.  The public need to be aware of tree planting which is taking place as all 

we currently see and hear about is how Wirral's trees are being destroyed by Mancoed contractors. The aim of 10% tree coverage seems 

very low, Wirral needs to be much more ambitious than this if residents are to believe the council are treating the climate crisis as such.  

New developers must be made to offset property building/concreting of our environment with a minimum requirement eg. inclusion of 

trees in communal spaces, size of gardens, green roofs on utility buildings, shops.

1246612 LPIO-8390 yes Identify an area of green belt and plant a new wood or forest.  It would be a great way of offsetting the carbon of the rest of the plan and 

if planned well with was an cycle paths could be a tourist attraction as well

1239410 LPIO-842 yes I would suggest that for each new dwelling constructed, the developer should plant one suitable tree in the curtilage of the dwelling or 

pay a fee to the Council (similar to S106) to cover the cost of a tree planted. I also think the 1 tree felled, replaced with 2 figure is too low. I 

would suggest fell 1, replant 3. Some other Council's even go up to 4.

1237882 LPIO-8462 yes Yes, plant trees and promote wildlife corridors on areas of greenbelt such as Parcel 6.15 rather than suggesting they be released for 

building. Promote use these areas to promote wellbeing and outdoor activity. Be visionary with this approach so that benefits can be 

obtained for now and for future generations. In areas of regeneration such as Birkenhead plan and build areas of greenbelt and promote 

tree planting to follow up-to-date visionary cities that are greening urban space e.g. Singapore...Birkenhead Park is an Victorian example 

of this...but new methods worldwide are also including smaller pockets or green space in all areas e.g. Oslo.

1237832 LPIO-8623 yes Tree planting itself may be necessary in some places.  But as a general rule, leaving natural sites alone to regenerate would produce the 

right habitat.  Stop managing.

1245472 LPIO-8747 yes For tree planting to be successful there will need to be a supporting management policy in place. Trees grow and it will not be sufficient 

to just plant trees with no vision for how they will look or impact on their neighbourhood.  Careful thought needs to be given to the type 

of tree to ensure that it suits the location eg woodland, parks or adjacent to the public highways. There should be a Council accreditation 

scheme for all practising Tree Surgeons in the Borough so that the required policies can be disseminated, understood and complied with.

1246631 LPIO-8955 no

1245034 LPIO-9077 no

1240872 LPIO-9146 yes Tree planting rates need to be increased, any tree cut down must be replaced with trees that give an equivalent carbon capture rate.

1239377 LPIO-9201 yes Stop cutting down our existing trees, as seems to be the policy from 2019 to the present day. The creation of a new woodlands would 

also be of great benefit, particularly as an attraction for nature tourism.

https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5683689
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1246651 LPIO-9251 yes Follow the Wirral Tree Strategy. Ensure that local plan addresses the need to protect what is already here as well as planting new.   The 

latest version of the Wirral Tree Strategy states ‘WBC will apply suitable planning conditions to protect new and existing trees and enforce 

them’. Planning conditions should include ones to deter unnecessary pollarding/pruning (see also Wirral Council’s Tree Risk Assessment 

Management tool which is used in making decisions about tree felling, pollarding, pruning and coppicing). 

• Trees should be included in development schemes. Schools could be encouraged to get children planting at the edge of their

   properties. 

• Planting a couple of saplings does not make up for felling a mature tree. There should be planting of saplings irrespective of how 

   many mature trees are saved. 

• Stop strimming every bit of urban greenery. 

• Promote council adopt a tree scheme which is underused 

• Where possible, fruit and nut trees should be planted. The possible option of planting evergreen hedges as a better way of 

   improving air quality should be explored 

• Planting the right trees in the right places and people identified to be responsible for their care

1246678 LPIO-9385 yes If you don't destroy existing trees and green belt there is not the requirement to tree plant. I would propose for every tree destroyed 

during building on Brown Belt, one is planted in an alternative area in Brown Belt to preserve the natural environment.

1246624 LPIO-9473 yes it should be a condition of development that trees are planted in urban greenspaces   I would like evidence that felled trees have been 

replaced by new planting

1243448 LPIO-957 yes developers should be required to plant a specified number of trees within each development, even in urban areas. a percentage of these 

trees should be fruit trees.

1245833 LPIO-9606 yes We suggest that the council work in partnership with Woodland Trust, Wirral Wildlife Trust and National Trust to identify broad locations 

and assess the suitability of land for woodland creation.

https://wirral-

consult.objective.co.

uk/file/5656466

1237807 LPIO-9688 yes Tress are hugly important to some conservation areas such as Mountwood and Eastham.   Enforcement for the frequent breaches of 

policy is a must. We should also like to see the proper maintenance of trees in private ownership.   For example the trees in the gardensof 

Eastham House (designed by Paxton or possibly Kemp) have been neglected for decades by Riverside Housing.   They are probably 

looking at the gardens for development and it might suit them to say the trees are dangerous - omitting to mention that it was through 

their neglect.

1242554 LPIO-9724 yes We support 'the right tree for the right place’.

1246693 LPIO-9874 yes Be ambitious and plant a forest like Delemare existing nature reserves could be expanded and activities could be included within the 

forests.

https://wirral-consult.objective.co.uk/file/5656466
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